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in addition to swarm & dither, hrvatski is releasing two albums this week that are worth checking out: a posthumous release from the odd family titled the weirdest bar, and a new solo effort from gizmov called the end of the line. vrani explained that the nb-iot is a cost-effective solution for small and very small iot devices. hrvatski telekom's nb-iot network will support devices with a data capacity of around 10,000 bits per second, making it an ideal solution for smart watches, sensors, and other such iot applications. the nb-iot network will be available for customer use at the start of 2020. as of late the new member of hrvatski is known to be working on a solo album of his
own and has also collaborated on a project with virus on the track hornets which is still available for free download. what else we know is that it is going to be released on the 4th of april at the haxcana festival. something tells me it will be a cracker. composition of the album is handled by roberto sgrosso and henrik hoffmann. be it the first time they are working together, or not, it is a delight to hear them on the same page. they also worked together on the tracks for the hrvatski's first ep. this coming from a band, which has established itself in a very short time. after the great success of his debut hrvatski's new album is quickly set to become the album of the year and of

course the track "anesthetize thineself" is already getting rave reviews. expect more from the band in the future. stay tuned for more info! i first got a taste of this ep a few months ago. the opening track drone is an extremely powerful electro influenced track that is making waves in the scene. followed by echoes and supernova which are simply great tracks that do not fail to bring out your inner starman. if you are a fan of hrvatski then definitely check out this release. it is available on soundcloud here.
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ericsson and hrvatski telekom (ht) today announced a strategic agreement for the development and delivery of lte
advanced (lte-a) solutions using ericsson's network and products. the announcement was made in the presence of
ericsson and croatian prime minister andrej plenković, at the opening of the ict industry conference in zagreb. as a
leading global technology company, ericsson's long-term cooperation with the croatian prime minister, the ceo of
the croatian telecommunication company, hrvatski telekom, and the president of ericsson croatia, bozidar denja,

reflects our continued commitment to develop the ict industry in croatia. this includes the development of a digital
future for the country, the introduction of innovative technologies and the creation of new jobs. the agreement

between hrvatski telekom and ericsson will enable operators and service providers to improve lte services, such as
high-speed mobile data and even ultra-fast lte-a (4g) services. our national telecom company will take advantage of

the 5g infrastructure in addition to existing networks, which will enable the creation of new high-tech jobs. in
addition, we will be able to use the latest 5g technology to continue to improve lte-a services and provide valuable
solutions that will support economic growth and job creation. the final track is a stunner: it's a caustic and hypnotic,

frenetic mix of xylophone, cymbal, and the coolest sound effects you've ever heard. this is a song that's both
diabolically catchy and unnervingly foreboding, and one of the most effective bits of brutalist music ever put to

tape. it's as though an angry electro-music version of "eleanor rigby" had been unleashed on the world, and a few
months later, it would be, thanks to the swarming, dissonant, and inimitably disturbing compositions of hrvatski

telekom. 5ec8ef588b
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